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Abstract: Cyber-security incidents show how difficult it is to make optimal strategic decisions in
such a complex environment. Given that it is hard for researchers to observe organisations’ decisionmaking processes driving cyber-security strategy, we developed a board game that mimics this
real-life environment and shows the challenges of decision-making. We observed cyber-security
experts participating in the game. The results showed that decision-makers who performed poorly
tended to employ heuristics, leading to fallacious decision approaches (overreaction strategies in
place of proactive ones), and were not always aware of their poor performances. We advocate the
need for decision support tools that capture this complex dynamic nature.
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1. Introduction
Limited access for researchers to boardrooms and the unpredictability of cyber-attacks
makes it hard to consistently observe decision-making concerning cyber-security over
extended periods in organisations and companies. Nevertheless, managerial and financial cyber-security decisions play a crucial role in modern companies, as they can have
significant organisational and economic impacts [1,2]. This is evident in several recent
real-life cyber-security incidents, e.g., WannaCry [3], Carbanak [4], and Diginotar-hack [5],
where inadequate resource allocation led to security breaches. Such incidents may then affect companies’ competition [6] and market value [7]. Decisions on cyber-security are
not only relevant to the security system but also to the overall behaviour of the organisation. However, making decisions in such contexts is difficult, as they confront
decision-makers with a complex and dynamic system [8]. Specifically, the underlying
systemic conditions constantly change over time and are driven by intricate and delayed
interdependencies among the various areas of the company, due to the presence of feedback loops [8–10]. The literature reports various explanations for poor managerial decisions in cyber-security. These range from the misalignment of interests between different
internal [11] and external [12] stakeholders to economic arguments (striking for a balance
between over- and underinvestments [13]) and willingness to pay [14]; from social and
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behavioural ones (e.g., ‘cover-my-ass-security’ strategy, when a lot of resources are spent
on a security issue by managing defenders to show to have done their best and protect
themselves from future criticism [15]) to just psychological ones, such as fear, uncertainty
and doubt [16]. Overall, these reasons can be traced back to the challenges of understanding
and managing complex systems [17–20].
Given the limitations to the empirical observation that we mentioned above, other
researchers, such as Moore et al. [21], used nonrecurring (semi)structured interviews to
study the cyber-security managerial decision-making process. According to this research,
there is a strong focus on bridging the difference between the current and the desired
security posture as well as on the process of decision-making. However, the interview
data do not fully capture how the complex and dynamic nature of the underlying security
system is considered in the strategic decision process, possibly compromising the effective
understanding of the phenomena at stake. Serious games are used in system dynamics to
investigate the behaviour of complex dynamic systems.
At the same time, serious games are increasingly being used in the field of cybersecurity, both as training tools and as instruments to encourage security behavioural
change [22–24]. At the core of many of such “gaming simulations”, there is the interaction
between attacker and defender [24,25], mainly focusing on the IT technical side, namely
on infrastructure (e.g., network security), defensive procedures and staff awareness (e.g.,
phishing countermeasures). Surprisingly, cyber-security management decisions and related financial consequences in a business context are often not fully considered (or even
completely disregarded) in such games [22].
Therefore, we developed a cyber-security board game (called Cyber-Security Game:
‘Red versus Blue’) that mimics a real-life strategic cyber-security decision-making environment. The objective was to observe how cyber-security managerial decisions are taken
within an organisation and improve cyber-security managers’ and practitioners’ awareness
and understanding of the financial consequences of their actions. By analysing players’
performance during several gaming sessions and by delving into players’ in-game observations and ex post evaluations, we tried to explore and improve the comprehension of
decision-making processes in these complex dynamic cyber-security systems.
This research answers the call to improve the managerial decision process [26,27] in
both a practical and theoretical sense. First, it describes and reports on a newly developed
tool that captures the main elements of the decision-making process in a complex dynamic
cyber-security environment. Second, it analyses the results of several gaming sessions and
reflects on them so as to gain general insights into the decision process. We believe that
these insights will ultimately contribute to and support cyber-security managers in their
decisional tasks by highlighting potential pitfalls in the decision processes.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the theoretical background on which this research relies; Section 3 extensively reports on the underlying game
logic, its relation to reality and the translation into a board game; Section 4 presents and
analyses the data collected during game sessions; Section 5 discusses these results and
presents some of the main insights; Section 6 reflects on the limitations and further research
directions; and Section 7 summarises and generalises our conclusions.
2. Background
Research shows that people experience difficulties when making decisions in complex
dynamic environments [17,28], such as in the management of cyber-security, and tend to
use simple mental rules called “heuristics” [17,18,20]. Heuristics can be defined as “adaptive tools that ignore information to make fast and frugal decisions that are accurate and
robust under conditions of uncertainty” [29]. We can also say that heuristics are practical approaches to problem-solving in complex situations, far from being ideal or rational
ones [30–32]. In fact, most of the time, they do not lead to optimal decisions [17,18,20,33–35].
However, heuristics are usually adequate for achieving immediate, short-term objectives or
approximations [30–32], which may even be sufficient in cases in which optimal solutions
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are hard to find. Moreover, as heuristics aim at expediting the development of a decision,
they offer mental shortcuts that decrease decision-maker cognitive burden [30–32]. Heuristics are generally based on previous individual experiences and may employ, for example,
trial and error mechanisms or intuitive decisions (i.e., estimations and conjectures based on
the prior knowledge and experience of a decision-maker that are derived from intuitive
control [36]). For these reasons, managers often tend to base their decisions on heuristics
when dealing with complex and uncertain contexts [30]. Although decisions based on
heuristics tend to work in the short term, they may lead to significant undesired side-effects.
Examples of possible consequences include an unintended and unconscious overestimation
or underestimation of the actual situation [30], an inadequate assessment of the decisions’
effects on peers [17] or a decreasing attention to repeated similar informational inputs over
time [37]. Cyber-security managers, just as all decision-makers, also tend to use heuristics [38–40]. For instance, research shows that cyber-security decision-makers’ background
and experience deeply influence their judgement and risk perception [38,40] by eventually
pushing them to create misleading correlations between the past and the present to develop
defensive strategies [39], although the two may be significantly different. This can lead to
inadequate defense arrangements and plans (e.g., under- or overestimation of threats) or
poor resource allocation in terms of quantity and timing, thereby increasing the chance
of future successful attacks, ultimately generating two types of costs for the organisation:
(a) necessary investments in new security infrastructures and (b) mitigation and restoration
costs [2]. In this light, Jalali et al. [41] highlight that cyber-security professionals do not
perform better than inexperienced decision-makers in the same cyber-security game setting.
The practical and theoretical considerations regarding the difficulties of observing
cyber-security decision-making processes and the increasing recognition of serious games
as relevant experimental tools led us to a research question that, in the first instance, aims
at assessing the usefulness of the developed game to observe players’ decision-making
processes. Secondly, we deliberated as to what decision-making practices could be observed
from the players’ behaviours in the game’s sessions, contributing to the recent debate on
the employment of heuristics in cyber-security [38–40].
3. Method
In order to develop Cyber-Security Game: ‘Red versus Blue’, we first built a system
dynamics (SD) simulation model to capture the complex dynamics in which cyber-security
managers make decisions. Then, the model was transferred into the rules and mechanics
of a board game that replicated the context of an internet bank. It is worth noting that a
board game can be basically seen as a consequence-free environment that allows players to
test the outcomes of their decisions and also allows us to observe the process and nature of
players’ decision-making during each game. The fact that the game was based on an SD
model ensured that the incorporation of the cyber-security resource allocation dynamics
and subsequent system consequences had a degree of robustness and was in line with
real-life decision-making.
This section will introduce and explain the SD method, how it was used to build
a model describing the system of interest and, finally, how the model was used as a
basis for an interactive learning environment, the Cyber-Security Game: ‘Red versus Blue’
board game.
3.1. System Dynamics
In this paper, we explore potential synergies to develop a new SD-based cyber-security
board game: ‘Cyber-Security Game: ‘Red versus Blue’, building on the lessons gained from
research on serious games and cyber-security.
SD is a modelling approach used to describe, simulate and analyse dynamically complex issues in terms of their processes, interdependencies, information, organisational
boundaries and strategies. Sterman [28] defines SD as a particularly useful modelling and
simulation method when the goal is to analyse sociotechnical nonlinear complex systems. SD
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aims at capturing the underlying structure driving system behaviour [42,43]. SD modelling
also results in learning about dynamic complexity—caused by feedback/interdependencies,
accumulation and time delays—and in understanding the sources of policy resistance,
which helps to overcome them and ultimately promote the design of more effective
policies [28,44,45].
There is a long and robust tradition of SD-based serious games, both single- and
multiplayer, and physical and virtual, [46–48] that serve the purpose of improving the
understanding of systems (either by players through exploration and training or by researchers through observation of players’ decisions). ‘Stratagem20 [43], the Beer Game [18]
and the Sustain game [49] are examples of well-known successful SD-based board games.
Research indicates that players’ interaction with serious games, particularly with board
games, has several positive impacts, such as a deeper understanding of content, behavioural
changes, knowledge retention and soft-skills development [23,50,51]. On top of this, SDbased games also aim to improve players’ decision-making skills in dynamic and complex
contexts [44,47,51]. These skills are necessary for managing both complex dynamic environments [28] and for tightly coupled ones, such as critical infrastructures (which constitute
the context in which most cyber-security decisions occur [41]).
SD has, in fact, recently started to be used to study cyber-security decision-making
processes. For instance, recent studies have addressed decision-making related to insider
threats [52], cooperation and learning during incident responder training programs [53],
the dynamic and systematic assessment of cyber-security risks [54], and investment decisions [41]. Our research is the first attempt to focus on strategic cyber-security management.
3.2. System Analysis
As mentioned above, cyber-security decisions are usually taken in a complex organisational environment and generally involve a broad range of managers [8–10,55]—such
as IT, business operations, security, risk and finance—and affect different stakeholders [1],
such as threat actors, customers, supervisors and legislators. This introduces the potential
for highly counterintuitive and delayed behaviours, mostly arising from multiple agents’
interactions over time and the fact that agents have different intrinsic goals [41,42,56,57].
From a high-level perspective, cyber-security decision-makers need to balance their security
strategies between response (aimed at managing unpredicted threats. Threats are ‘any
circumstances or events with the potential to cause harm to any information resource by
exploiting vulnerabilities in the system’ ([58], p. 108). A vulnerability is ‘a weakness in the
design, implementation, operation or internal controls in a process, that can be exploited
to validate system security’ ([58], p. 287)) and prevention (aimed at managing predicted
threats) [59]. They are forced to find the optimal allocation of resources (funds, staff, etc.)
between the two extreme orientations of these strategies: on the one hand to ensure an
ideal level of security from cyber-incidents (i.e., an observed attack) and, on the other
hand, to minimise the costs (i.e., security investment) for the organisation. However, the
environment in which decision-makers have to make those decisions is dynamic, and
marked by two recurring systemic structures [8,9].
First, an important characteristic driving the behaviour of the system is the interaction between attacker and defender. This can be seen as a (constantly changing) struggle
between the two parties to find/solve weaknesses in the defense perimeter. The attacker
tries to exploit weaknesses for a successful attack, and the defender attempts to block
such attacks [60]. Both defender and attacker rely on a learning curve based on their past
performances in order to anticipate the other’s actions and adjust their strategy accordingly [34]. After a successful attack, defenders tend to upgrade their defense measures
when they are uncertain about the effectiveness of their future defensive actions [60], or
the attack’s impact exceeds the defender’s level of impact acceptability [61]. Notably, this
whole structure is represented as a feedback loop in the system, i.e., a variable’s output
circles back through a set of cause–effect relationships, becoming an input to the variable.
In this case, defender capability decisions depend on the outcomes of an attack, which are
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in turn affected by the defender’s capabilities. An equivalent and opposing process is also
in place for the attacker, as attackers learn from the outcomes of their attack and use the
information to upgrade their capabilities. Consequently, attacker and defender are in a
constant, tightly coupled and escalating ’arms race’ of additional capabilities and resources.
Second, there is a response from the organisation aimed at achieving an ideal level
of security from cyber-incidents. This mechanism captures how the defender tries to
anticipate upcoming attacks, as well as how they try to learn from cyber-incidents that have
already occurred. In the field of cyber-security, organisational learning can be proactively
facilitated by, among other things, threat intelligence (Threat intelligence reports detailed
information about potential cyber-threats with insights on network structure, operations
and activities [62]. Such an alerting system discloses vulnerabilities at an early stage and
enables the defender to anticipate threats early on [63].), runbooks (A runbook is the written
collection of procedures and operations that a system administrator, operator or security
specialist executes when an emergency occurs.), and exercises (Exercises are simulated
attacks that mimic cyber-attacks with the purpose of testing and improving the defences in
place.) [8,9], with the result that security capabilities are better aligned to upcoming cyberattacks. In this way, the organisation prepares for improving current and future defences
to enhance business stability and performance following potential future cyber-incidents
and disruptions. Through learning, resilience emerges, and the organisation becomes
strengthened and more resourceful [64]. Resilience is determined by the speed at which
a breached organisation is brought back to its normal state after a security incidents [65].
What characterises the resilience of organisations is their superior organisational learning
capabilities [64,66], a quality particularly needed for contemporary organisations to adapt
their capabilities to handle future security threats.
In this context, it is argued that each action taken by decision-makers depends on
financial considerations and has economic consequences, which are bounded by and to
the financial capabilities of the defender [13]. The complex challenge for cyber-security
decision-makers is to find an optimal solution that serves both low costs and a high cybersecurity level (i.e., decreased risks for the organisation). It is argued that investing in
the right security strategies and anticipating the attacker’s actions through learning are
necessary conditions.
In response to such complex tasks and decisions, cyber-security managers may be
tempted to use heuristics. However, the reliance on simplistic problem-solving methods
when dealing with complex problems may be risky for the organisation, particularly
regarding cyber-security defences. For example, let us suppose that a company’s cybersecurity managers poorly evaluate the state of the system: they estimate a low probability
and impact for specific threats. To minimise costs, they do not update the organisation’s
defence capabilities (i.e., executing the correct prevention strategy), while the adversaries
continue to evolve and the cyber risks increase imperceptibly. This is a likely scenario for
managers who base their decisions on previous short-term experiences (e.g., no recent
attacks) or trial and error (two typical heuristic approaches [30–32]). As a consequence,
more attacks towards the organisation will be successful and more resources will be needed
to later mitigate the damages of the incidents (i.e., response strategy), potentially leading the
organisation into the capability trap [35]. A “capability trap” occurs when decision-makers
require increasing levels of effort to sustain performance “instead of making up for the
improvement activity they skipped earlier” [35], p. 282. In the case of continuous successful
attacks, management is faced with the need to reduce the resulting attack’s impact (response
strategy). As such, they are caught “in a downward spiral of eroding process capability,
increasing work hours and less and less time for improvement” [35], p. 282. Specifically,
cyber-security managers will not have the necessary resources to invest in prevention
strategies that would benefit the organisation in the short and long term, since such
resources will have to be directed towards the current response to the incidents.
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3.3. Model Development and Validation

The previously described dynamics were captured using the SD modelling and simulation approach, and the resulting model is depicted in Figure 1, below. The model took a
defender perspective, as this was the point of view that was of interest to us, and was rooted
in the literature and systems analysis described in the previous sections. After a first draft,
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one, whereas the latter can be considered as the effect triggered by the former. A closed
loop composed of various causal relationships is called a “feedback loop”. Such feedback
“mechanisms” are visible in Figure 1 and are labelled by the letters “R” and “B”, as well
as numbered from one to five. Feedback between variables in a system can be reinforcing
(“positive”) or balancing (“negative”). Reinforcing feedback mechanisms (labelled with
R) are characterized by exponential growth and hence may act as an engine driving the
general growth of certain variables in the model. Balancing feedback mechanisms (labelled
with B) instead evoke goal-seeking behaviour. Reinforcing means that two variables in the
system strengthen each other. Balancing means that two variables in the system have an
oppositive effect on each other. Figure 1 also shows the presence of time delays (evidenced
by the symbol “||”). A time delay is the time-dependent effect of changing the feedback in
a system. Time delays mean that the feedback effect of one variable on another variable is
not instantaneous and will take some time to become impactful.
To summarize, Figure 1 portrays the aggregated view of our model and shows that the
attacker learns from both unsuccessful (R1) and successful attacks (R2) and can improve its
future attack actions. The defender can proactively prevent this (B2), which depends on
the security resources and capabilities in place, or mitigate the effects of the attack through
responsive actions of security incident handling (B3). These responsive actions will impact
the organisation and require additional staff allocation to enable security incident handling.
These feedback mechanisms are relevant to the attacker–defender interaction. Staff can also
work on improvements that foster learning (B4) and response quality (B5), which allow the
defender to react better to the attacker’s actions and, accordingly, to react more effectively to
incidents. If financial performance is impacted and falls below accepted levels, cost cutting
is needed in the staff (R3) and/or security capabilities (R4). These feedback mechanism
are relevant to the (dis)appearance of the capability trap. In this model, all reinforcing (R)
feedback mechanisms contribute to the strength of the attacker and all balancing feedback
mechanisms (B) contribute to the strength of the defender.
Following a first qualitative description, the presented causal-loop diagram was
populated with quantitative data defining each variable and each relationship and was then
simulated. The simulation output replicated the observed patterns of the central variables
in the issue [68], thus allowing the model to pass the “behaviour reproduction” validation
tests [28,69,70]. The model was also validated through structural evaluation tests: the
correctness of the equations used was compared against the empirical knowledge and
scientific literature about the real system [28,69,70]. In three group modelling sessions, the
model’s structure was created using knowledge from experts in the field [55]. Furthermore,
a different group with similar expertise was involved in two participatory sessions to assess
the model [55]. Part of this process was a model walkthrough based on cyber-security
incidents that have occurred in real life. Their approval provided further validation and
provided us with sufficient confidence in its ability to capture strategic cyber-security
management. More details on the model construction, structure, simulations and validation
can be found in [55].
3.4. Game Design
This section outlines how the model principles that we described above were translated
into a cyber-security board game. Specifically, we contextualized the model structure to an
online bank by creating an ad hoc background narrative, also adapting the variable names
and objects to the game context and establishing performance and winning criteria fully in
line with a typical bank organisation. The reason for this choice was twofold: theoretical
and practical. The theoretical reason was that evidence of the importance of effective and
safe IT components in banks’ corporate strategy has been gathered for quite some time
now [71,72], which is also recognized in specific laws and regulations [73,74]. The practical
reason was that all the participants in the various game sessions were working in the
cyber-security sector of a bank, thus making it more straightforward to incorporate into
the game situations that they were familiar with. However, we strongly believe that the
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underlying model structure can also be adapted to other types of organisations dealing
with strategic cyber-security management (which will be one of the goals for future research
applied in this context).
The rest of this section is devoted to explaining the game’s setting, the game’s round
sequence, the game board design, the winning criteria and the game validation.
3.4.1. Setting
As previously mentioned, the game depicts the cyber defence of an internet bank. The
game includes six roles (five players, plus a facilitator).

•

Four Bank Defenders (blue team):
1.

2.

3.

4.

•

•

The Security Engineer (SecEng) is responsible for selecting, investing, maintaining and decommissioning security capabilities to protect the bank from
specific attacks;
The Development and Operation (DevOps) manager is responsible for maintaining the business operations supporting customer transactions as well as
responding to incidents;
The Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT) manager is responsible for reacting to cyber-security incidents by proactively analysing threat intelligence and
improving responsive policies, or reactively responding to incidents;
The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is responsible for budget allocation, gaining and maintaining customers, reporting on cyber-incidents and the financial
performance of the internet bank.

One Attacker (red team’s only player): this player analyses the blue team’s behaviour
and selects a set of attack playing cards. These cards represent the attacks on the
internet bank.
The Facilitator: this role oversees data gathering, supports the game process and
explains the rules to the players. The facilitators received ten hours of training.

Figure 2 shows the game roles along with their actions and is closely related with
the game data collected per round. Table 1 shows the collected game data per role and
per round. The roles are plotted over the model (Figure 1) to show how players and their
actions are positioned in respect of the system structure. During the game, the scope of
all the roles remain the same, but certain roles can mature (CERT, DevOps, SecEng) by
allocating resources to investments.
Table 1. Game data collected (per role and game round) plotted over the aggregated model structure.
Overview of Actions and Game Data Gathered for Each Game Role
Role

Actions

Game Data Gathered

Attacking and attack preparation

Strength of attack
Security incident was handled in the war room (1) or not (0)
Security incident resulted in damaging the defender (1) or not (0)

Collecting revenue

The amount of damage paid for by the defender to the attacker

Resource allocation

Number of CERT resources in the game

Proactively analysing threat intelligence or
improving responsive policies

Number of CERT resources allocated to improvements.

Resource allocation

Number of SecEng resources in the game

Selecting, investing, maintaining and
decommissioning security capabilities

Total level of capabilities in the data centre (=indication of maturity and
number of capabilities). Data centre can handle up to 5 different
capabilities (of 9 available)

Attacker

CERT

SecEng
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Table 1. Cont.
Overview of Actions and Game Data Gathered for Each Game Role
Role

DevOps

Actions

Game Data Gathered

Resource allocation

Number of CERT resources in the game

Improving responsive policies

Number of DevOps resources allocated to improvements

Maintaining business operations
(customer transactions)

Number of DevOps resources allocated to serve customers

Gaining and maintaining customers

Number of customers

Reporting on cyber-security incidents

Cyber-security incident was handled in the war room (1) or not (0)
Cyber-security incident resulted in damaging the defender (1) or not (0)

Financial performance

Total income, total resource costs and net result
Amount allocated to operational reserve and to strategic reserve
Income loss (amount of missed income caused by lack of DevOps
resources serving customers)
Supervisor warning (given when net result is negative)

CEO
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3.4.2. Round Sequence
Each game round consists of four phases.
Phase 1: Budget allocation. In this phase, the CEO allocates a budget to all other team
members based on their requests and the available funds. This budget provides the means
and boundaries for all blue team members’ actions in the game.
Phase 2: Resource allocation. Here, the available budget can be used by the blue
team managers. They can hire or fire human resources and allocate them across business,
security or improvement processes. The improvement process costs resources but can
generate future advantages in the game.
Phase 3: Attack processing. In this phase, incoming attacks need to be resolved by
preventive measures laid out by the Security Engineer or CERT Manager and by responsive
actions by the CERT Manager and DevOps Manager. If attacks are not resolved entirely,
the resulting damage needs to be paid for by the CEO.
Specific to the DevOps manager, the resources needed for responsive actions lower
the resources available for business operations. If the available resources for business
operations are less than what is required to serve the customers, the revenue generation is
impacted, reducing the income generated (income loss).
Phase 4: Financial results. The decisions taken during phases two and three will
impact the cost and income generation during the game. Resource maintenance and the
damage caused by successful attacks increase costs. On the other hand, sufficiently staffed
business operations ensure that customers are being served, which will generate income.
In this phase, the CEO calculates the costs paid and income received. The CEO allocates
any remaining available funds to the strategic reserve (these funds cannot be used in the
game itself anymore) or saves the money to cope with future losses and unexpected costs.
3.4.3. Game Board
The game board (Figure 3) is a pictorial representation of the underlying SD model,
considering the game setting and sequence. To support the players’ decisions, the game
board also contains guidance stating the rules and explaining the game turn sequence.
3.4.4. Winning Criteria
The team with the highest strategic reserve at the end of two hours playing with a
maximum of 20 turns wins the game, while the team with a strategic reserve below zero
loses the game. The game uses a time limit instead of a fixed number of turns to simulate
market forces and put pressure on the defenders’ decision-making process. In addition,
a team receiving more than four warnings, which can occur each turn during which a
team incurs more costs than revenues (losses), also loses the game. These warnings, called
supervisor warnings, mimic the real public regulator institution aiming at maintaining
stability and prudence in the financial system. The warning indicates the presence of an
emerging and risky financial situation in the game which requires improvement. The
facilitator issues these warnings in the game.
3.4.5. Gameplay Testing and Validation
The challenge of translating the real-world situation to a playable game setting shaped
the design of the game and its gameplay. The board game was tested through several
playtests in which participants’ feedback was collected and used to improve the board
game for the next playtest. The iteration lasted until no significant concerns were raised
anymore. Playtests are important because the game board design and game instructions
must be clear, and the artificial organisation and game dynamics must be realistic. We
conducted a total of four playtest sessions with different experts in cyber-security. Two people involved also participated in the modelling construction sessions, while the other two
were chosen from a randomly selected group of players with backgrounds in IT, security,
operational risk management or team management from a Fortune 500 organisation in the
financial industry.
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The randomly selected group of participants all confirmed the underlying structure,
3.4.5. Gameplay Testing and Validation
outputs and the realism of the emerging dynamics. Their reactions were:
The challenge of translating the real-world situation to a playable game setting
“This budget process is like our organisation. We have the same struggle.”
shaped
the design of the game and its gameplay. The board game was tested through
“Yes,
these are
the dependencies
I observe
within our
several
playtests
in actually
which participants’
feedback
was collected
andorganisation.”
used to improve the
board“This
game
for
the
next
playtest.
The
iteration
lasted
until
no
significant
concerns were
is very realistic! We should play this with the people in my network.”
raised anymore. Playtests are important because the game board design and game instrucThis contributed to increasing the confidence in the reliability of the model and game
tions must be clear, and the artificial organisation and game dynamics must be realistic.
structure. In addition, this feedback showed that two (partially) scripted rounds were
We conducted a total of four playtest sessions with different experts in cyber-security.
sufficient to familiarise players with the game’s rules. Based on the feedback received
Two people involved also participated in the modelling construction sessions, while the
during these tests, the game board was improved with a “game turn” table (visible in
other two were chosen from a randomly selected group of players with backgrounds in
Appendix B), and the concept of storytelling was used for the attacks. During the game,
IT,
security,
operational
risk
or team
management
a Fortune
500that
oreach
launched
attack took
themanagement
form of a small,
scripted
story that from
covered
the attack
ganisation
in
the
financial
industry.
occurred, the security capabilities that could defend against the attack and the impact of
The randomly
selected group of participants all confirmed the underlying structure,
the attack
(called damage).
outputs and the realism of the emerging dynamics. Their reactions were:
4. Results and Analysis
We analysed the results of the gameplay rounds with the aim of increasing our understanding of strategic cyber-security decision-making. Our analysis was based on the data
gathered from playing 16 games with 132 voluntary participants (as well as several facilitators who were guiding the games). A total of 240 game rounds were played over the course
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of these 16 games. There were seven winning teams who played a total of 116 rounds and
nine losing teams who played a total of 124 rounds. In our analysis, winning and losing
teams’ results were grouped following the winning criteria.
The domain knowledge and competences among the participants (all of whom had
at least five years of experience) were distributed as follows: of the 132 participants, 73
were cyber-security specialists, 17 were senior managers, and the others held various
roles related to overall organisational security. Game data (i.e., the values over time of
the bank finances and the available human resources) were recorded at the end of each
round, and the facilitators monitored the data-capturing process to ensure that no error
was made in this process. The facilitators also took notes of any relevant behaviours and
discussions taking place among the players in the teams they supervised. At the end of
each game session, the player playing the CEO role was asked to anonymously fill out
a questionnaire (see Appendix A) about his or her perception of their team’s (blue team)
performance. Specifically, the questionnaire asked about strategic priorities regarding the
prevention of incidents, the response to incidents, the capability to serve customers, the
policy for lowering costs and how well the team executed their strategies. This served as a
participant’s self-evaluation regarding their decisions and applied strategy. About half of
the CEO players filled out this questionnaire.
4.1. Empirical Evidence from Gameplay and Questionnaires
We analysed the differences between winning and losing teams in terms of their
decisions concerning: aggressiveness in the marketspace, resource allocation (e.g., staff
members), security strategy and financial performance over time. Each of these will be
explained in this section.
Firstly, aggressiveness in the marketspace was measured by the number of rounds
played within a two-hour timeframe. The seven winning teams played, on average,
17 rounds, with a range between 14 and 20 rounds. The losing teams played, on average, 14 rounds, with a range between 7 and 16 rounds. According to the Mann–Whitney
“U-test”, there was no significant difference between the number of played rounds for the
winning and losing teams.
Secondly, resource allocation was measured by the number of staff allocated to the
CERT and DevOps departments. We focused only on these resources because they showed
the most distinctive behaviour over time. They were plotted for each round, thus allowing
us to compare time series for winning and losing teams (Figure 4). From the figure, it is
possible to note how the two groups differed in staffing policies: winning-teams displayed
a more stable staffing policy, whereas losing teams showed an unstable one, characterised
by sudden increases and reductions in the staff volumes. On average, the losing teams had
approximately twice as many human resources compared to the winning teams.
Due to the time delays in the hiring and firing process caused by the onboarding
process and dismissal process, respectively, human resources temporarily generate costs
while they are not directly productive to the department. In other words, hiring and
firing incurs costs to the organisation. To analyse this aspect further, we looked in more
detail into the headcount fluctuation for the DevOps and CERT resource levels. For each
round, we determined the difference compared to the previous round and calculated the
absolute difference between these numbers: this is what we refer to as the “fluctuation
effect” (FE). We calculated the FE means and standard deviation for both winning and
losing teams per round. High levels of fluctuations (represented by high values of FE)
indicate that a high number of staff resources are in the process of being hired or fired,
instead of being productive for the defender. If a player alternates between hiring and
firing staff resources more often or for greater numbers of staff, this is reflected in a higher
FE. Table 2, below, reports these results. The losing teams had a 233% higher average
fluctuation effect compared to the winning teams and a significant difference in hiring and
firing CERT and DevOps resources compared to the winning teams. This means the losing
teams had relative low levels of productive resources, because most of their headcount was
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had
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0.0001compared to the winning teams and a significant difference in hiring and firing CERT and
DevOps resources compared to the winning teams. This means the losing teams had relperformed
a regression
analysis
to see
if the
difference
in FE between
losing
ativeWe
lowalso
levels
of productive
resources,
because
most
of their
headcount
was in the
proand
winning
teams
could
be
explained
by
the
overall
strength
of
the
incurred
cyber-attacks
cess of being hired or fired and therefore was not employed in operations (hence was not
or side-effects. The equation of the regression analysis was Y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + ,
productive).
where Y = occasions of FE (we accounted for such an effect when its value was equal to 2
or higher); X1 = occurrences of income losses; and X2 = strength of the attack. Based on the
regression analysis outcome, the losing teams’ sudden increases in resource hiring/firing
could be related to a specific side-effect, the occurrence of income loss (F = 22.6, p < 0.01 ***).
This suggested that losing teams’ resource allocation tactics were reactively driven by
business disruptions.
Thirdly, we investigated the adopted cyber-security strategies for both the winning
and losing teams. This was a comparative analysis of the defenders’ reactions to attacks
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in relation to capability maturity and the attacks’ strength. To do so, we separated the
defender actions into the following categories: ‘prevent’ (resources are allocated to increase
attack prevention), ‘response’ (resources are assigned for resolving an incident that has
occurred) and ‘pay damage’ (the CEO has to pay for the damage caused by the attack). We
grouped the winning and losing teams, averaged the total strength of the attacks incurred
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try to assess the players’ self-evaluations of their performances. The questionnaire collected information on the importance of specific strategic priorities during the game (on a
scale of very important (1) to not important (5)) and on how well they perceived their
strategy execution to be in respect to these priorities (ranging from very well (1) to very
poor (5)). We analysed the players’ perceived priority of financial strategy performance
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value was calculated for both the winning teams and the losing teams. In the game,
CERT improvements provided the benefits of the defender’s early anticipation of attacker
behaviour or of more effective responses by CERT. Examples of these improvements are:
advanced threat intelligence, informing the defender about upcoming attacks; time-delay
reduction in response processes due to runbooks; and higher productivity, due to improved
incident response processes.
Crucial events and changes in the development of these metrics in Figure 5 are marked
with a red dot. From the analysis of the plotted data (Figure 5), it was possible to note a
particular sequence of strong attacks in rounds 5, 14 and 17. Interestingly, winning teams
increased their defensive capabilities (in rounds 5 and 14) or improved the effectiveness
of their response to incidents (CERT function, in round 9) in the same round of the attack.
This meant that they started the process of defence and response capability improvement
before the attacks started. On the contrary, the losing teams realised that they would need
the very same improvements only several rounds after the attacks had occurred effectively
(round 7, 12 and 15, respectively). This suggests that, in contrast to the winning teams, the
losing teams did not anticipate the attacks but were more inclined to react only after they
perceived that successful attacks were starting to occur.
Fourthly, the ex post CEO questionnaires were compared with the game results to try
to assess the players’ self-evaluations of their performances. The questionnaire collected
information on the importance of specific strategic priorities during the game (on a scale
of very important (1) to not important (5)) and on how well they perceived their strategy
execution to be in respect to these priorities (ranging from very well (1) to very poor (5)).
We analysed the players’ perceived priority of financial strategy performance and execution
and compared this with the actual financial results of the game. Table 3, below, reports
the results of this comparison. On the right-hand side, the results of the questionnaire
are visible. These questionnaires did not indicate any significant difference between the
winning and losing teams in terms of perception. On the left-hand side, the results of the
game data are visible. Clearly, they show a significant difference in performance between
the winning and losing teams for all the criteria for winning the game or for being knocked
out of the game. Interestingly, although the game data show a significant difference between
the winning and losing teams, this distinction cannot be observed in the CEOs’ answers.
The questionnaire indicated that the perceptions of execution and importance were slightly
higher for the winning than the losing teams, but not significantly so. This suggested
that the losing teams might not have been aware of their poor decision-making. This was
especially interesting because the losing teams also received multiple warnings about their
financial performance (during every round in which the team had a negative balance, i.e.,
when costs were higher than income, the facilitator delivered a warning to the team).
Table 3.
Game results versus questionnaire:
*** = 0.01 significance.

financial performance and t-test statistics.

QuestionnaireFinancial
Performance

t-test statistics

Game data

Game Results-Financial Performance

Team

##

winning
teams

7

losing
teams

9
difference
standard error
T-statistic
CI
DF
significance level

cumulative
Supervisor
Warnings ***

Cumulative
Net Result
***

Cumulative
Operational
Reserve ***

Cumulative
Strategic
Reserve ***

average
SD

3.0
1.7

109.4
67.3

56.1
42.8

Average
SD

8.0
3.8

−69.8
110.8

5
1.552
3.221
0.95
14
0.0062

−179.2
76.693
−3.757
0.95
14
0.0021

##

Execute

Importance

78.4
45.8

4

3.0
0.8

2.3
1.0

−94.2
199.5

13.9
16.2

5

3.6
1.7

3.8
1.5

−150.3
77.3
−1.944
0.95
14
0.0722

−64.5
16.3
−3.952
0.95
14
0.0014

0.6
0.931
0.645
0.95
7
0.5398

1.45
0.878
1.651
0.95
7
0.1427
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4.2. Game Observation Results
The purpose of this section is to discuss if the observations made during gameplay
indicated distinctive behavioural differences between the winning and losing teams. Expressions of feelings, emotions and observed behaviour are signals of how people appreciate the
multiple feedback loops, time delays and nonlinearities in the dynamic complex problem
at hand [18].
The trained facilitators made observations during the game about important game
dynamics at their own discretion. As a result, 40 observations were gathered, consisting
of quotes (14) and observed behaviours (22) during the game and feedback about the
game (4). The observations collected by the facilitators were then analysed following
inductive thematic analysis.
Ten of these observations referred to winning teams. Nine of them were about observed behaviour. The nature of these observations indicated that the winning teams
showed more constructive and cooperative behaviour, being calm and prudent and seeking
justification for their decisions. This created a context in which individual knowledge was
actively shared with peer decision-makers, in line with Desouza’s findings [75]. We include
one quote from a winning team member:
DevOps manager to the team, regarding the decision: “We do it for our customers.”
A total of 30 observations referred to losing teams. Fifteen observations were about
behaviour, twelve were quotes and three were feedback about the game. Losing teams
showed less constructive decision-making behaviour in 14 out of 15 observations: this
was seen through the presence of dominant decision-makers and specific behaviours
exhibited by decision-makers such being self-interested, covering up for poor decisions,
and fearing the consequences of decisions. Ten out of twelve quotes related to blaming
others, frustration, helplessness and observations about wrong decisions. The following
are some quotes from members of the losing teams:
CERT manager to CEO: “Are we making money by the way?” CEO responded: “I have no
idea what you did at all.” (This quote suggest that the CERT manager would have liked to
have had feedback on their team performance, and that the CEO did not understand what
the performance drivers within his organisation were.)
CEO: “You invested in the wrong capabilities”. Security Engineer responded: “Thanks
for approving all my budget. Why can’t I double my request?” (This quote suggests that the
CEO disagreed with the Security Engineer’s decisions, while the Security Engineer had an
opinion regarding his lack of budget.)
Blue team: “Keep the hack quiet or we blame the CEO. We outsource the hack.” (This is an
example of trying to blame others.)
“I am not going to pay.” said an exasperated CEO when the attack was not mitigated
(however, it was too late, since paying the damage of an attack was necessary when an
attack was not mitigated).
“Why are these attacks not blocked by our defences?” (The blue team was so focused on
the game board that they did not notice the attacker was standing next to them looking
over their shoulder to their defences.)
Although research indicates that negative financial consequences contribute to better
security policy compliance [2], our game results may indicate otherwise. Negative financial
consequences in our game occur when the running costs are higher than income. They may
evoke an overall loss that triggers supervisory warnings and potentially leads to losing the
game. Although the nine losing teams together received a total of 72 warnings that they
were making a loss, only a few corrective actions were observed. In fact, only some of the
losing teams proactively addressed the high numbers of wasted resources. Some of the
observed participants’ remarks were:
DevOps: “We have got more Security Engineers than DevOps Engineers”;
DevOps: “We need more, too much here, too much there. This is killing us”;
CEO: “Are you sure, 24 CERT resources? 24?”, CERT manager: “You are the CEO!”
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5. Discussion
The data obtained in the game sessions provided valuable insights into the relationship
between cyber-security investments and decision-making processes. Table 4 summarises
and compares the results obtained for the winning and losing teams. The significant
difference in game performance between the winning and losing teams can be traced back
to their decision-making. The winning teams focused on prevention, and their higher CERT
capabilities, developed earlier in the game, contributed to their organisation’s resilience
to cyber-attacks. Such improvements provided the means to anticipate upcoming attacks
earlier (due to threat intelligence, whereby these threats became known to the defender) and
to respond better (because of runbooks with improved and updated response procedures).
While the winning teams proactively invested in prevention strategies sufficiently far in
advance, the losing teams, on the contrary, manifested ‘reactive’ behaviours (i.e., taking
action after incidents occurred), resulting in less effective defence strategies, higher human
resource fluctuations and, ultimately, poorer financial performance. Taken at face value,
this outcome may not seem surprising, as it is common knowledge that “prevention is
better than cure”. However, what appears staggering is that 9 out of 16 teams consisting
of recognised experts did not opt for what is generally recognised as the most convenient
and safest approach. We specifically attribute this fallacious behaviour in the losing teams’
decision-making process to the use of heuristics, which led to the wrong decisions. From
the game results, we could infer that the difference in game performance between the
losing and winning teams came down to how information about performance acquired
by the players during the game was digested individually and evaluated collectively [76],
plus how they approached and anticipated the uncertain future rounds as a team. While
the winning teams were able to anticipate that attacks could grow much worse in future
rounds if they did not invest in defence and CERT capabilities, we inferred that the losing
teams based their decisions on the initial (apparent) relative ease with which they dealt
with the first attacks (the ‘past’). The losing teams’ approach may be related to decisionmaking under complex and uncertain conditions that evoke the use of heuristics [17,33,41].
Several types of heuristics in which past and initial information heavily affect judgements
can be recognized. For example, anchoring and adjustment (relying on the first pieces of
information received, the ‘anchor’ [77]), familiarity (the past system behaviour solutions
hold true also for the present [78]), and educated guesses (decisions based on the individual
previously stored information [31]) could be the mechanisms responsible for this.
The insights gained on the basis of the observation of the participants’ behaviour can
assist in identifying other potentially harmful decision mechanisms that contributed to the
teams’ losses. For example, the losing teams’ decision-making processes seemed less constructive compared to the winning teams’. In terms of directly observed behaviour, signs of
frustration, blaming, helplessness and non-cooperative and nonconstructive collaboration
emerged. Moreover, the players in the losing teams did not always consider the effects of
their decisions on the other actors in the game. In this context, the signs of frustration and
agitation may have signalled the use of emotion-related heuristics [43]. In particular, affect
(emotions and feelings related to a stimulus leading the decision process [79]) and social
proof (social context—mimicking and approval—significantly determining decisions [80])
seem to be likely candidate heuristics underlying the observed behaviour.
Concerning the development of staff resources over time in the losing teams (see
Figure 4), an interesting trend emerged. In fact, not only did the losing teams have, on
average, about twice as many resources compared to the winning teams, but their trends
showed concerning oscillations, in which the amplitude of the peaks increased over time.
We advance two connected reasons to explain why this happened.
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Table 4. Summarized results specified for losing and winning teams.
Area

Topics

Source

Losing Teams

•
Resource allocation
strategy

Game
performance

•

•
Security strategy

Game results

•

•
•

Financial
performance
Self-evaluation

Decision-making
processes

Decision-making
environment

Expressions

Questionnaire

Facilitator
observations

Winning Teams

Incidents drive hiring
and firing decisions of
staff
Inefficient resource
utilisation

•

Reactive approach and
learning from past
incidents
Prevent 13 percentage
points fewer attacks

•

Making losses
Low strategic reserves

•
•

•

•

More sustainable staff
development
Efficient resource
utilisation

Focus on prevention and
resilience
Prevent 13 percentage
points more attacks

Making profits
Adding value (high
strategic reserves)

Acceptable performance

Acceptable performance

Dominant decision-makers,
being self-interested, covering
up, and fearing consequences

Constructive and cooperative
behaviour, being calm and
prudent, and seeking
justification for decisions

Blaming others, frustration,
helplessness, ignoring criticism
on decisions

None

Firstly, when the losing teams were strongly hit by the attacks, they tended to overreact.
Namely, they allocated too many resources and hired too may staff to deal with the response
strategy (DevOps and CERT department), in order to mitigate the consequences of the
incidents. However, these staffing policies were not remunerative and contributed to a
decrease in income, so these teams tended to fire the resources they believed to be in excess
in the following rounds, until they were hit again by an attack and hired even more staff
for the response strategy, starting the oscillation again. This decision process might be
partially explained by representativeness heuristics [77], which describes a situation in
which a decision is not necessarily taken based on the entire past experience available to
the decision-maker and its ‘averaging’, but is driven by what the mind believes to be the
most salient and intense moment in its experience (i.e., the occurrence of a strong attack).
Secondly, in addition to this, a systemic element contributed to the emergence of the
oscillating trend. Hiring and firing resources in this game takes time (measured in rounds)
and costs money, and the staff in the process of being hired or fired cannot be actively
used in the game. This represents a typical system delay [17]. Therefore, the results of
these actions need some time to manifest themselves, while in the meantime, the system
condition may have changed, again requiring a change in the course of action. More
specifically, when a severe incident occurred, the teams rushed to increase their response
staff (overreaction), and once the staff was hired, it was later perceived as unnecessary
(due to changed conditions), and they were subsequently laid off (leaving the team again
unprepared for future strong attacks). Interestingly, the losing teams did not put in place
any corrective (balancing) structural mechanisms that could help them limit their resources
growth. Furthermore, these dynamics resembled those of an organisation caught in the
previously evoked “capability trap” [35]: since resources have not been allocated on
time to prevention activities, capital needs to be allocated to response strategies so as to
mitigate the consequences instead of making up for the prevention improvements that
were skipped earlier.
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Finally, the questionnaire results showed no significant difference in perceived and
actual game performance between the winning and losing teams. This result supports the
assumption that the losing teams were not aware of the consequences of their decisions
that resulted in their poor performance.
6. Limitations and Future Research
The different usages of heuristics appear to be the most convincing reasons for the
diverse decision paths adopted by the winning and losing teams. However, other explanations, which we did not observe in our research, could be related to the effects of conflicting
attitudes and beliefs in the teams [81], learned helplessness making decision-makers not
able to choose between the possible alternative interventions [82], or the willingness to
experiment with parameters by participants [83]. The “Red versus Blue” cyber-security
board game also aimed to improve the decision-making of the participants by encouraging
them to learn from their experiences in complex situations. In this way, the game provides a
similar experience to simulation-based training [20] and gaining familiarity [84], while the
game pays extra attention to human interactions. However, to support this claim, further
research in this direction needs to be carried out. Measurements of the impact of our game
on participants’ awareness and system understanding through both ex ante and ex post
surveys could further increase our comprehension of the game’s effects on the understanding of interdependencies and resulting dynamics in cyber-security. Additionally, video
observations of the gaming sessions may provide more quotes and observations about
participant behaviour. Hence, we believe that the game should continue to be improved,
refined, and tested in other contexts and situations in order to further assess its effectiveness
as a learning tool and as an experimental teaching method. In this respect, it is important to
remember that learning processes differ from person to person and depend on a willingness
to perform demanding cognitive activities [85]; hence, the players’ motivation may have
affected the outcomes of the exercise.
Concerning strategic cyber-security decision-making, our hypotheses regarding the
role of heuristics need further validation through experimental settings and the direct observation of real cases (despite the challenges). More generally, and in line with Jalal et al. [41],
further research and empirical tests should be conducted on the behavioural biases about
the complexities of decision-making in the field of cyber-security economics, as we believe
that there is still a lot of untapped potential.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we reported on our experience of developing a serious gaming approach
to mimic real-life strategic cyber-security decision-making and using it to observe cybersecurity decision-making practices. Gaining a better understanding of these topics is
important, since people experience great difficulties understanding the effects of multiple
feedback loops, time delays and accumulations in complex dynamic systems [17], such as
cyber-security management, and thus they may employ simplified decision approaches
(heuristics) to lower the cognitive burden and make potentially fallacious decisions [38–40].
Specifically, to construct the game, we firstly built an SD model capturing real-life strategic
cyber-security decision-making and validated it, and then a board game was developed
based on this formal model. During the evaluation phases, the game was validated and
received positive feedback from several experts in the field pertaining to its realism. This
suggests that the game is a promising tool not only for experiments concerning cybersecurity decision-making but also for training participants. In fact, a serious gaming
environment allows the participants to explore, experience and learn from their actions
without impacting the real business environment. As was previously stated, 9 out of
16 playing teams lost since they had a poor financial performance. Compared to the
winning teams, they had fewer security capabilities in place and showed mostly reactive
behaviour and unstable staffing policies (continuous alternation of hiring and firing). The
game’s experimental setting allowed us to look directly at the decision-making process
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that led to the lack of success. In this process, our observations suggested the use of
heuristics, connected to the incorrect interpretation of the representativeness of past events,
which led the losing team to overreaction (amplified hiring and firing in response to
income loss) and reactive strategies (increasing defensive capabilities only after being
impacted by the attack—hence displaying a lack of preventive vision). We assumed that
the critical attitudes towards other team members were displayed as a response to the loss
of control over the deteriorating situation, as a way for players to exonerate themselves and
identify the problems in other bank sectors. Such emotivity could have been a signal that
affect [79] or social proof [80] heuristics were also at play, namely that peers’ judgments
could have significantly influenced decision-makers’ behaviours. Most importantly, from
the comparison between the game results and the perceptions measured via the ex post
questionnaires, we observed that the players in the losing teams were not aware of their
insufficient individual performance. These decision-making strategies and heuristics that
emerged in the game could be helpful to explain specific organisations’ cyber-security
incidents caused by suboptimal (or even poor) decision-making behaviours.
In conclusion, there are three important practical implications:
Firstly, the interconnectedness of cyber-security with business operations, IT, finance
and risk management advocates an integrated and holistic decision-making approach.
Secondly, without holistic support, cyber-security managers may be overwhelmed by
the complexity of the system in which they operate; a good understanding of the underlying
systemic structure may be a partial antidote to the use of fallacious decision strategies. In
addition to this, future work should attempt to develop instruments and methods that
minimise the avoidable biases related to the use of heuristics in cyber-security management.
An improvement to the tools available to counter heuristics in cyber-security management
would lead to more secure organisations experiencing lower cyber incidents.
Thirdly, the game results showed that organisations prioritising prevention and response capabilities following the principles of a resilient organisation outperformed those
who were not proactive and waited for an incident before acting, confirming existing
knowledge [13].
Overall, these insights are expected to enhance the comprehension of decision-making
processes in the context of cyber-security financial management in organisations. Any
progress on this aspect will help to avoid resource misplacement, decrease cyber vulnerability and support cyber-security specialists in improving cyber-defences in their
organisations [59]. Finally, this work further supports the evidence of the relevance of
using serious gaming instruments, in particular SD-based instruments [48], for improving
cyber-security management [75].
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Please indicate what level and capabilities you have in your organisation
Capability
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Security Event Monitoring
Identity & Access MGT
Vulnerability Management
DDOS Protection
Malware Protection
E-Banking Fraud Protection
Secure Prog. & Testing
Key Management
Awareness
Please indicate what possible strategies are important to you and how well they were executed by your team
3
1
4
2
Strategic Importance
Average
Very Important
Prevent Cyber Attacks
Respond to Cyber Attacks
Serve Customers
Lowest Costs
Strategy Execution

1
Very Well Executed

Prevent Cyber Attacks
Respond to Cyber Attacks
Serve Customers
Lowest Costs
What went well and why:
What went wrong and why:
Number of intervention cards received from facilitator:

2

3
Average

4

Level 5

5
Not Important

5
Very Poor
Executed

Respond to Cyber Attacks
Serve Customers
Lowest Costs
What went well and why:
What Systems
went wrong
2022, 10,and
49 why:
Number of intervention cards received from facilitator:

22 of 25

Appendix
Gameboard
Appendix
B. B.
Gameboard

Figure A1. Game board overview.
Figure
A1. Game board overview.
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